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RESEARCH OF OIL-IN JECI'ED SCROLL COMPRESSOR
WORKING PROCESS

Li Huiqing, WangDis heng. Wang Huanran , Chen Penggao,
Departm ent of Power Machinery Engineering
Xi'an Jiaotong University, P.R.C.

ABSTRA CT

The working process of oil-injected scroll compressor is analysed in this paper.
The
thermodynamic and dynamic models arc developed for the oil-inject
ed scroll
compressor. The property parameters can be calculated under the influences of
the leakage and the friction. The results of computer simulation are coincident with
the experiment's. so it is useful to predict the compressor performance.

INTRODUcnON
Scroll compressors have shown their competitive advantages in the markets of
heat
pump air-condi tioners and refrigerators for their high efficiency, low noise
and vibration, small size and light weight. Since the first set of scroll compressor has been
developed in China, we devoted to the studies and researches of them, and put them
into wide
applications. The concept of scroll compressor was first described in the U.S patent
in the
early 1900s, but was not fully developed in practical application until recently,
one of the
•mportant reasons for this is due to the leakage losses through the clearance
s between
scroll wraps, as shown in Fig. I, this.can reduce the volumetric efficiency and increase
the
energy losses. When the pressure differences between two near working pockets
are constant, the directly determining factcr of the leakage losses is the size of the clearance
s, the
appearance of the precise production techniques can control the range of
the radial
clearances within reasonable area, but the axial clearances are connected with
the machmg, installing and forces acting on the wraps, furthermore, the radial leakage
losses arc
much higher than tangential's, so it's necessary to take some measures to
reduce the
leakage losses. The structure shown in Fig.2 is a very typical mechanical sealing
mechanism for this purpose.
A sealing element is inserted tightly in the groove machined on the top of the
wrap
;o prevent radial leakage, although it can increase the volumetric efficiency, it
has its dis·
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advantages, the groove is milled after the scroll wrap has been machined, it is long and
very nan-ow, and needs long time and high precision to be milled, and at the same time,
this process can easily broken the milling cutter, this will mainly influence the cost of the
nuu;:hine. Besides, the installment of the scaling element is fairly complex, and the wi¢en
of the wrap will increase the size and the weight of the scroll, on the other hand, the
structure will create extra axial scaling forces, relevantly enlarge the friction losses and
fluid flow losses. in these cases, oil-injected scroll compressor emerges as the times require.
One of the characters of the oil-injected scroll compressor is each of its wrap has no
scaling element, this simplizcs its strlleturc, reduces its cost, can he easily machined and
installed. Oil with specific pressure is injected into the working pockets, shown in Fig.3,
it produces oil membranes on the surfaces of the pockets, this lessens the practical clearances of gas leakage paths, meanwhile, the oil has cooling and lubricating effects, so the
research of it is significant and it has brilliant prospects.

THE FOUNDATION OF THE COMPUTER MODEL
The working process of oil-injected scroll compressor can be divided into the suction process, the compression and the discharge process, in order to simplify the calculations, following assumptions are made.
l. Gas is treated as an ideal gas with a constant specific heat, the properttes of the
working fluid is homogeneous throughout the working space at any instant.
2. Gravitational and kinematic energies of the working fluid arc neglected.
3. Phase change docs not occur, the oil and the gas is not mutual dissolution.
4. The working pockets arc adiabatic, during the suction-close, compression and
discharge process, the oil and the gas has no heat exchange.
S. The external actions on the working pockets at any instant are homogeneous,
other assumptions will be illustrated afterwards.
• Analytical Model
From the points of Mass Exchange Thermodynamics, the mass flow of the leakage;
the suction and the discharge processes are all the mass exchanges of the working pockets with the outside world, so we define the paths of the above as paths of mass
exchange, the whole working process can be unified as the same equation form. two
symmetry working pockets are selected as control space, the schematic diagram of the
analytical model is shown in Fig.4.
From the First Law ofThermodyna mics, the Law of Conservation of Mass, and the
Ideal Gas State Equation, the following differential equations are obtained.
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By using of these equations, change of the
state of the working fluid can be calculated in a step- by-st ep procedure.

• The Suction Process Model
The relationship between the volume of the
control space and the orbiting angle is
shown in Fig.S.
The suction process ranges from 9 = [0, 360
• ], at a specific angle, the volume
reaches its maximum, we define the stage of
the V = [VDIU> V310 • ] as the suctio n-clo se
process, durin g the stage, the volume reduc
tion rate is very fast, the inner suction apertures have not closed, their areas are very small
, and are reducing to zero, so the pressure
of the contr ol space is higher than the suctio
n pressure Pt , at the same time, working
fluid return flow occurs, we assump that
only gas returns, the return flow rate is
one-d imen siona l flow of a compressible fluid,
this stage is shown in Fig.6.
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• Model ofDis charg e Process
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presScroll compressor is a positive discharge mechanism, during this period, if the
, the
d
P
P(9)>
.c.
i
,
sure of the control space p(8) is higher than discharge pressure Pd
pressure
their
until
discharge flow rates through the inner discharge apertures increase,
oil and gas
approachs P.s gradually, the flow rate is obtained using the equation of
two-phas e flow through orifice,
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If P(9) < Pcl> return flow occurs, also assumping only gas returns, the mass flow
stage.
-close
is obtained using the same equation of flow at suction

• Model of Leakage flow
The radial leakage flow rate is obtained using the flow model through the clearance
as shown
between involute semi-circle ring and plate, it is radiative -shaped flow radially
in Fig.7.
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The tangential lcakago flow rate is obtained using the flow model through
other._
clcaranc between -two parabolic cylinders with main shaft coinciding with each
J
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Fig.S.
R 1, R 2 arc the curvature radii of the simplizcd parabolic cylinders shown in
COMPU TER FRAMES
l
Compute r flow charts including the main program and the radial and tangentia
ig.ll.
Fig.9-F
in
shown
leakage pfogroms arc
operThe main program requires physical characteristics of the machine and the
are
fluid
ating paramete rs as input. The mass flow rate and the properties of the working
completion
calculated at a small integration step using the Rung-Ku tta method. AFter
n for the
of each cycle, the adiabatic efficiency is calculated and compared witli. calculatio
properthe
finally,
s,
previous cycle, this calculation is iterated. until the system converge
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ties of the working fluid at every orbiting

angle are obtained.

RES ULT S AND DISC USS ION
A variety of perfonnance experiments are
carri ed out at cons tant orbiting speed and
various o-peration pressure, while chan
ging oil flow rate and oil-inj=ction temp
eratul'e,
the experimental rcsu..lts of a selected
operating condition are in good agree
ment
s with
that of calculation's, as shown in Fig.
l2- Fig.I 4. the comparisions show that
error
s between the experiments and calculations
are no more than 4- s•A., besides, the
press
ure,
the mass of the gas and the mass of oil
in control space arc also calculated, as
show
n
in
Fig. I5-F ig.17 .
CON CLU SION S
A comp uter model of oil-inj=cted scrol
l compressor is developed. The mode
l includes the analysis of the working fluid
properties in control spaces, the influences
of
the
leakage losses and mechanical losses are
considered, then it calculated the perfo
nnan
ce
parameters.
The results of calculation and experime
nt on sample scroll compressor proved
the
following;
I) On the same machine, installment and
operating conditions, compared with none
oil-in jecte d scroll compressor, oil-inj=ctc
d scroll compressor can reduce the specific capacity by 9.41 'Yo, increase the volum
etric efficiency by 4.3% , reduce the
discharge temperature by 30•/o, therefore
the compression ratio of the single step
comp resso r can be raised.
2) Generally, the injected oil temp
erature is higher than the suction
gas
temperature, this results the reduction
of the volumetric efficiency and the rise
of
the gas temperature at the end of the
suction process; the suction-(llose proce
ss
will lead to the rises of the gas pressure
and the volumetic efficiency, the final result is that volumetric efficiency is raise
d.
3) The present comp uter model can be
used to predict the performances of oil-in
jected scroll compressors and also prov
ed the feasibility and the importance of
putting this new kind of machine into pract
ice.
NOM ENC LAT URE
CP =specific heat at cons tant pressure

Cv =specific heat at constant volume
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C4 "" coefficient of mass flow rate
F r"" specific capacity
h =wrap height
k =adia batic coefficient
P =pres sure of working fluid
V ~volume of working fluid
T =temp eratur e of working fluid,
E=enc rgy
P."' suction pressure of gas
T1 =suct ion tempe rature of gas
P4 "" discha rge pressure of gas,
T 4 =Disc harge tempe rature of gas
m = mass of working fluid
Ooi=i njectc d oil flow rate
9 = orbitin g angle
Tai=in jected oil flow temJ)Crature
w "* orbitin g speed
N, ""capacity
R gas consta nt
"• = volumetric efficiency
L = length, of leakage line
'll&d = adiaba tic efficiency
q1 =corr ect flow rate coefficient
~-dynamic viscosity
=moti ve viscosity

=

.

::\=m ;,;. .. .

subscript: "m" =gas and oil
"!"=o il
"g" =gas
"o" = leakage
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